
Note Stems                    Name 

Children’s Music Academy

Learn at Home 

To keep our music looking neat we have to follow the rules when 
drawing note stems.  The stems go up if the note is below the middle 

line and they go down if the are above the middle line
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semibreve (or whole note)

The semibreve is the longest note in 
general use. The semibreve rest is in the 
shape of a box hanging below the fourth 
line of the staff.

minim (or half note)

A minim is played for half the time of a 
semibreve. The minim rest is in the 
shape of a box sitting on the third line of 
the staff.

A dot placed after any note makes it 
longer by half of its own value.

crotchet (or quarter note)

A crotchet is played for half of the time 
of a minim. The distinctive crotchet rest 
is to its right.

quaver (or eighth note)

semiquaver (or 16th note)

dotted minim

A quaver is played for half of the time of 
a crotchet. Its rest is to its right. Two or 
more quavers are joined by a beam.

A semiquaver is played for half the time 
of a quaver. Its rest is to its right. Two or 
more semiquavers are joined by two 
beams.

treble clef

also called a G clef

bass clef

also called an F clef

brace

This is really a brace and bracket
The brace is the upright line and 
the bracket curls around it.
It tells us that the notes on both 
staves are to be played at the 
same time.

staff or stave

The five lines on which we write 
music

bar lines

The upright lines dividing 
sections (bars) of music

double bar lines

two upright lines to mark the end 
of a section or a piece of music

repeat sign

these dots tell us to repeat a 
section of music

sharp

A sharp sign placed in front of a note tells 
us that the note must be played one 
semitone higher.

flat

pause

A pause sign over a note tells us that the 
note should be held for longer than its 
usual value.

slur, or phrase line

A slur or phrase line can be drawn over 
two or more notes. These notes are to be 
played smoothly, connected together.
They are usually notes of different pitch.

tie

Notes which are connected by a tie are 
always of the same pitch. These notes are 
‘tied’ together and are played as one note, 
held for their combined values.

A flat sign placed in front of a note tells 
us that the note must be played one 
semitone lower.

natural

A natural sign placed in front of a note 
tells us that a note previously altered must 
now be played at its original pitch.
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DOWN
Can you add the note stems for the notes 

below?
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